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Introduction

In marine biology, coral reefs have been an essential research subject for many years
due to their importance in preserving marine wildlife and their naturally high biodiver-
sity. Unfortunately, they are also one of the ecosystems most susceptible to the various
environmental changes brought about by climate change. Much of current marine
research focuses on the restoration efforts of coral reefs, for which it is crucial to under-
stand environmental factors on coral communities. For such purposes, we need ways to
simulate many complicated ecological processes in three dimensions adequately. Much
existing research focuses on empirically tested models, which provide essential simula-
tion output variables (e.g., coral communities coverage) but are often limited to two
dimensions. While not directly concerned with full coral reef simulations, some recent
studies showed impressive results [1, 2] in generating realistic three-dimensional coral
models using different growth simulation approaches. Such models lack simulations of
the middle and large-scale ecological processes (e.g., bleaching and grazing) but can of-
fer a good starting point for simulating individual coral growth. We propose to extend
an existing two-dimensional [3] coral reef model with a more complex model of coral
competition and growth. Due to the complexity of computation needed to simulate
such environments on multiple scales, we implement our solution relying on parallelism
offered by WebGPU compute shaders.

Related Work

Most simulation models that focus on analyzing the behavior of coral reefs limit them-
selves to a two-dimensional setting because introducing another spatial dimension re-
quires a considerably more complex growth model. They are still helpful in analyzing
important secondary variables such as the percentage cover of each coral community,
the number of new coral recruits, and the rugosity created by coral colonies. They
form a theoretical baseline for some of the more recent three-dimensional models [4].

One of the recent review studies by Weijerman et al. [5] describes a precise cat-
egorization of ecological model design approaches based on their leading principles.
One of the major leading principles is to design models suited for extrapolation and
long-term projections of coral community dynamics. These models require complex
sub-models of various ecological processes and often rely on prior research to achieve
realistic long-term predictions. These approaches often accept a trade-off between
system understanding and its predictive capabilities by using simpler sub-modules in
their simulation. Compared to simpler data-driven models, they lose some of the ro-
bustness and interpretability of results but can provide long-term projections that are
still useful in many practical scenarios.

Researchers often rely on individual or agent-based models to explore coral compe-
tition under changing conditions. They are well suited to introduce coral-community
dynamics based on diversity, functional individual traits, and demography of a coral
reef. Importantly, they can be used with submodels of varying complexity. This is
seen in a recently developed model by Carturan et al. [3], extended with trait-based
approaches from existing trait databases. Their model shows an extensive set of sim-
ulated ecological processes (bleaching, reproduction, sedimentation, algae invasion,
etc.) and includes a set of 798 functionally realistic species defined using 11 functional
traits carefully designed from empirical data. Given their model’s complexity, it can
be argued that a simple two-dimensional grid of cell agents is adequate to achieve suit-
able predictions of coral population dynamics. In our approach, we decided to simplify
some processes to introduce a more complex three-dimensional coral growth model,
albeit still based on cellular automata.
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One of the more common criticisms against agent-based models is their complex
analysis and validation, but well-defined design protocols have addressed this in recent
years [6]. The proposed Overview, Design Concepts, and Details (ODD) protocol de-
fines how to describe individual- and agent-based models. We follow their principles in
describing our model.

Turning our attention to three-dimensional simulation models, one of the recent pa-
pers by Cresswell et al. [4] describes a three-dimensional functional-structural model,
Coralcraft, focused on investigating the influence of hydrodynamic disturbances on
coral communities. They simulate five different coral morphologies: encrusting, hemi-
spherical, tabular, corymbose, and branching, with a three-dimensional cell grid. Light,
shading, nutrient distribution, and hydrodynamic disturbances all influence the growth
of each polyp. They cover major ecological processes, growth, recruitment, and mor-
tality, but lack some minor ones, like algae invasions, bleaching, and dislodgement.
Nevertheless, they provide a reliable baseline we use in our work.

Most coral simulation models focus on providing useful projected variables that
describe the health and state of a coral reef. They do not, however, in most cases
concern themselves with providing geometrically realistic results. The reason is that
modeling realistic coral growth is a complex problem, which may lower the robustness
of a complex coral reef model.

While there have been only a few three-dimensional coral community dynamics
models, we can find several three-dimensional growth models that provide somewhat
realistic results. Most general models usually consider themselves modeling stone or
soft corals. They have significant anatomical differences because stone corals form
hard external calcium carbonate skeletons, while soft corals are held together by jelly-
like mesoglea and internal rigid structures [7]. Due to this, most general coral growth
models simulate one or the other.

One of the well-established models presented by Merks et al. [8] was one of the
first to address the growth on a polyp-level scale. Their growth schema starts from
initial conditions, then performs voxelization to polyps, resource transport in the envi-
ronment, and the accretion step of actual growth. Kaandorp et al. [9] later extended
their work by introducing a fluid flow model and an extended model of the dispersion
of nutrients by advection-diffusion. They also showed that their model can adequately
simulate branching sponges and stone corals. Recent work by O’Hagan et al. [1] noted
that their accretive growth model may only partially fit to simulate the coral growth
of sponges. They introduce an extension by improving the initial skeletal architecture
and using an accretive growth model afterward.

In computer graphics, some research focuses more on creating realistic procedural
models of corals without simulating the actual growth. A recent paper by Raistrick
et al. [2] proposed a comprehensive procedural generator that can produce numerous
3D scenes of the natural world. While it simulates many common natural phenom-
ena such as fire, clouds, rain, etc., it focuses only on providing an excellent visual
presentation of the natural biomes. They describe many exciting approaches to pro-
cedurally modeling coral morphologies (leather corals, table corals, branching corals,
etc.). While visually striking, these do not apply to simulation models that provide
realistic growth projections.

In our work, we propose an extension to existing models [3, 4] by providing use-
ful visualizations of coral community dynamics but with a combination of a complex
growth model based on accretive growth. We implement our approach in a compute
shader using the modern web graphics pipeline, WebGPU, and deploy a publicly avail-
able application of our work.

Methods

This section will present a preliminary plan for designing and implementing our simu-
lation model. First, we will implement a three-dimensional cellular automata growth
model mimicking the approach proposed in Coralcraft. With that, we will be able
to establish that our fluid and nutrient simulations work correctly and assess their
model’s performance. Next, we plan to introduce an accretive growth coral model as
initially presented by Merks et al. . We will consider how we can closely model three
of the morphologies shown in Coralcraft. We will focus more on the functional rep-
resentation of the coral models because simulating realistic growth will be out of our
work’s scope. As a last inclusion, we will extend our model with additional ecological
processes critical to coral reef dynamics, like bleaching and dislodgement, which will,
in turn, influence our growth model. We plan to validate our model by observing simu-
lation outputs, like percentage cover, volume, and colony density, and comparing them
to existing case studies of specific coral reefs.

We will implement a web-based application of our model, relying on established
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web development technologies, such as Node.js [10] and Typescript programming lan-
guage, to provide a publicly available website with our proposed model. Our initial
model implementation will rely only on a CPU-based simulation algorithm. Still, due
to the complexity of coral growth, we anticipate that a GPU-based implementation
will be needed. The new web graphical API, WebGPU [11], offers support for using
compute shaders for performing various computations in parallel on the GPU. We
plan to leverage the robust capabilities it provides to implement the calculation of our
simulation. Because rendering underwater environments is a complex problem that
requires the implementation of many specific light phenomena (e.g., caustics), we pro-
vide only a simple rendering of our simulation using an established rendering library
Three.js [12].

Results

Discussion

Conclusion
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